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RIPARIAN DRAINAGE SYSTEM AS URBAN ARMATURE
Infrastructure Ecology Web

RESEARCH
90% of the world’s
megacities, exists in an ecologically
Mumbai, like

sensitive coastal environment. Such a location
is no coincidence; coastal access has significant
economic benefits. Yet as population density
increases and the landscape hardens, this entire
ecological system faces degradation and even
collapse. While Mumbai used to be ringed with a
rich and diverse habitat of mangrove forests, over
the past decade it has lost 40% of this habitat.
Such extreme environmental deterioration has

flooding, hypoxia,
disease outbreaks and species
extinction. At the same time continued
lead to increased

The Infrastructure Ecology Web illustrates the dynamics of the infrastructure system
in Mumbai. Energy, Agriculture, Health, and the Environment were analyzed to
determine the inputs and outputs of each system and the relationship between
them. Below is an enlargement of the Environment Web, which was organized
around 5 basic questions.

Riparian Urbanism

is a model of
urbanization that uses this existing coastal
hydrology as the armature for development,
providing a mechanism for protecting and
maintaining ecological systems in coastal areas,
while allowing development to proceed. This type

privilege to the
natural systems by regulating growth
of urbanization gives

and density within enclaves, while creating a
riparian buffer system along the waterways.

what is the infrastructure?
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what service does it provide?
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what is its capacity?
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who is it serving?

Pumping Stations
Pipelines

Pollution
25% of tap water is
contaminated;

Infrastructure
Since the construction of Worli Sealink tidal
movement has been redirected to western
water 2km inland

nonreliable

Inadequate
Capacity

Water

slums 67%

Many fishermen resort to illicit
liquor production—using
pilfered water

Breathability
Commercial-15%

Agriculture

Aquaculture

into atmosphere 50

a

times faster

Liquor Dens

Illegal liquor producers find
cover under the mangrove
canopy

Mangroves

Soil

Mangroves

Agricultural

ENVIRONMENT
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Air Water

Hydrology

Protection

depend on mangroves for
their livelihood

mangroves are cut for
firewood each year

Flood Relief in 2005 =
Rs 25 cr = $5.3 million
66,942 ha of destroyed paddy
crops received Rs. 5000/ha =
Rs 3,34,725,00 = $7 million
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Mangroves

City

Wildlife
Fish diversity in Thane
Creek has been
reduced from 73%

Pollution
Recreation

Salinization

40% has vanished in
last decade

The riparian buffer system is a multidimensional
strategy that allocates a maximum 100-meter
buffer from every waterway for environmental,
cultural, economic and transportation uses, which
fluctuates depending on the program and adjacent
land use. The environmental layer of the system

extinct

Real Estate

Economy

1 ha of mangrove gives a commercial return of $30,000/year

Carbon Sequestering- highest
net productivity that any other
natural system—

Water

100lbs. / acre =177

Daily: 4000 mld provided

shortage = 40-60%

tons/yr

Natural 30 species to 8
4 of the 7 prawn
Disaster species are now
extinct

0

shortage = 78%

Mangroves
Threatened Edge
Slums
Urbanized Area

Buffer Acquisition Phasing

1Km

THREAT FREQUENCY

The Buffer Acquisition Phasing diagram illustrates the process in which the riparian buffer would
be implemented. Over a period of 20 years, the buffer would be built through a process of
conservative surgery. This allows the buffer to be built within a previously developed area, while
causing the least amount of disruption to both the existing formal and informal developments.
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Informal Development

The center of this implementation strategy is
through a process called conservative surgery.

To

Industrial

relocation

within its original and/or adjacent island. The
third phase will acquire the remaining buffer,
by relocating the exiting formal developments
outside of the buffer.

Informal encroachment into existing riparian zones severely degrades the
water quality, which is compounded as the water is deposited into the larger
system. The encroachment also creates an unsafe environment for the slum
dwellers, as they are increasingly more susceptible to flooding and water
borne diseases.

Industry is a dirty, highly polluting and undesirable land use in conjunction
with other land uses. In the natural process of urbanization, industries will be
moved outside of the city, but the relics of their infrastructure will remain. This
infrastructure can be repurposed to accommodate new uses within the buffer.

incentivize

the process,

landowners will be given
increased FAR and other development privileges
for redeveloping land outside the buffer.

Residential

**This diagram illustrates how the riparian buffer
system is implemented per its adjacent land use
incrementally over a period of 20 years.

Rivers and streams are currently being covered over and channelized in order to
maximize the surrounding developable land. This development practice degrades
the water quality by eliminating the natural riparian filter and destroying the
stream’s sinuosity. Plant and wildlife species are killed and/or forced out due to
the destruction of their habitat. Thane Creek has lost 73% of its natural wildlife and
aquatic species, many of which have gone extinct.
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water based
transportation network.

strategy, each informal area will be moved

Informal Settlement
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affordable and accessible

residents and an equitable

Industrial

Informal Transfer

Existing Buffer

generator. Finally, the waterways are
connected, decentralizing the existing rail
and road transportation system while creating

Mumbai, has already experienced encroachment
into ecologically sensitive areas, much of which
resides within the allocated buffer zone. The first
phase of the buffer implementation will allocate
undeveloped land within the buffer system to be
protected and then designed per its adjacent land
uses. The second phase will acquire land within
the buffer by relocating informal settlements to
adjacent undeveloped land outside of the buffer.
In order to ensure minimal disruption to the

Developed Land
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economic

Conservative surgery is a
mechanism for acquiring land
justly. The area along Thane Creek, in Navi
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accessible and usable open space to all
residents, programmed to provide a variety of
recreational experiences. In order to enhance
its value, the buffer also consists of productive

IMPLEMENT

4Km

Conservative
Surgery
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is designed to filter and protect the urban
water system while providing contiguous wildlife
habitat and corridors. The cultural layer provides

landscapes to serve as an

Agriculture

Annual: City requires
13,000,000 mly;
2,880,840 ml at the end of
2009 monsoon stored in
reservoirs

Riparian Urbanism is an urban typology that can
be replicated throughout the region within areas
of natural hydrology and minimal development.
This diagram shows how the buffer system
would look if implemented along Thane Creek
in Navi Mumba. The design creates enclaves
throughout the district, that are created by
connecting the natural tributaries of the area.

DESIGN

12 mammal 13 crabs
206 birds
7 prawn- 4
33 reptile
33 spider
20 fish

Soil

Pollution Reduction

Farmers

Water

Total= $12 million
Aquifer Depletion
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Land Grabbers

flooding, surge,
Mangrovescyclones,
saltwater erosion/intrusion

Habitat

Fishermen
50,000 fishermen

Harvesting
1000 tons of

Pollution
Dispersement

2%

Climate Stabilization

Dumping & Fill

Flooding

Air

Water

Industrial

Thermal
Loading

Siltation
Pollution

39 km2 of forest area
13 species

reported in July 2009;
several more gastrointestinal
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Dredging

Visability

Mangroves

Contamination
171 cases of cholera

converting mangroves to shrimping
and fish ponds reverses carbon
sequestering. Releasing co2 back

from the infrastructure

Domestic- 83%

Liquor Dens

Poor Regulation

b

cost- Rs.1,250 cr
area submerged- 3,473 ha

1

Pilfering

20% loss = 580
mld= RS100 crores

to the infrastructure

Vihar, Tulsi, Tensa, Modak,
Upper Vaitarna, Bhatsa
2 proposed : Vaitarna & Ulhas

80% inoperable or

Dead Zone from shore.

6 pumping stations for MMR
Bhandup is main pumping
station for Mumbai

a

Reservoirs

2,940,200 meters;
75,000 unmeter:

Fish catch dropped 60% since Sea Link and
created a 10km

Water

Metering System

highest level found in
Goregaon, Bhandupv

coast—resulting in salinization of ground

of the world’s rapidly urbanizing
Megacities 90%
megacities are within coastal areas.

what are the threats?
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Treatment Plants

growth and development is the cornerstone of
these rapidly growing megacities. This project
proposes a new urban model that utilizes the
diversity of landscapes to guide the development
patterns that are imposed onto them.
The coastal landscape around the Bay of Mumbai
is primarily characterized by its hydrology, with
current development patterns threatening the
sensitive ecology by channelizing, filling, and
polluting the waterways.
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Phase 3-Buffer Land Acquisition

Phase 1-Buffer Land Acquisition

Phase 2-Buffer Land Acquisition

Transfer Development- Informal (0-5 years)

Transfer Development- Industrial (0-10 years)

Transfer Development-Formal (0-20

Transfer Strategy
Informal settlement overlap relocated to nearest
non-developed land outside of the buffer.

Transfer Strategy
Industrial development overlap removed from
buffer-consolidated within existing industrial

Transfer Strategy
Formal development overlap removed from
buffer- transfer development rights to existing
non-developed location within site.

Phase 3

Year 20

